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ABSTRACT
The return gap captures the difference between the average return for a fund and what
the average investor actually experiences in returns within that fund. Examining the return
gap for a variety of US based equity funds over the past 10 years (2008 to 2018) highlights
that investors in mutual funds that particularly target value stocks and investors in funds
that particularly target growth stocks suffer the greatest return gap. Contrary to this,
investors in index funds and those in impact (sustainable) funds suffer the lowest return
gap. This demonstrates the benefit of being passive or being tied to one’s investments for
non-monetary reasons.
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I

Introduction

Most investors like to think of themselves as calculating, rational, and immune from the whims
of the market. Yet, whether you denote it ‘animal spirits’, ‘sentiment’ or even ‘irrational
exuberance’, human factors affect our markets and our own portfolio decisions. And, for the
vast majority, these behavioral elements and biases innate to all of us cause more harm than
good to the long-run returns of our portfolios.
Just how much damage do we inflict on our own portfolios by succumbing to behavioral
biases such as loss aversion and the hot hand fallacy - well the ‘return gap’ (or ‘investor gap’)
can shed a good amount of light on that exact issue.
The return gap captures the difference between the average return for a fund and what the
average investor actually experiences in returns within that fund. Why might these two numbers
not match up exactly? Well, a mutual fund’s stated return will reflect the average return of its
stock or bond holdings over a period of time. Because investors on average pull their money at
the exact wrong time (panicking when the market has already hit a bottom and putting in more
when at the top), they may not actually experience this stated return in full. What investors on
average are actually experiencing in the fund is better captured by an asset weighted return for
the fund (an internal rate of return that factors in fund inflows and outflows).
For instance, even though the average S&P 500 indexed mutual fund delivered 26% returns
in 2009, many investors didn’t get to experience that because they had sold out at the bottom after
experiencing the full weight of the 35% drop in the markets in 2008. So, while the average stated
return for mutual funds over this two year period was somewhere near -4.5% (-35%+26%/2),
many investors experienced an average annual return of something much closer to -17.5% (35%+0%/2). This would yield a return gap equal to 13%.
Just what type of fund has the biggest return gap? Well, examining the return gap for a
variety of US based equity funds over the past 10 years (2008 to 2018) highlights that investors
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in mutual funds that particularly target value stocks and investors in funds that particularly target
growth stocks suffer the greatest return gap. On average investors in these funds are losing 2.16%
and 1.93% respectively per annum because they are pulling their money at the market lows or
adding to these funds at the market highs.
Contrary to this, investors in S&P 500 index funds and those in impact/sustainable funds
have the lowest return gaps (0.77% and 0.93%, respectively). This might be surprising, since
passive investing and ethical investing seem to be polar opposites (one pretty much ignores the
content of the investments; the other is completely predicated on it). But, both investors who
take a passive approach to their investing and those that are tied to their investments for ethical
reasons resist the urge to try and time the market, which damages so many portfolios.
These return gap numbers are reflected in fund-flow volatility as well. Take the 2008 crisis
for instance - while the average index investor actually added 4.2B to S&P 500 index funds in
2008 (a 1.3% jump as a percentage of AUM at the start of 2008), investors in value funds pulled
15.1B (a 2.6% decrease as a percentage of AUM) and investors in growth funds pulled 45.4B (a
4.5% decrease as a percentage of AUM). Because investors on the index and impact investing
side are less likely to exit their positions in precipitous downturns, this may partially explain the
much lower return gap as compared to value/growth fund investors.
This paper proceeds as follows. Section II highlights the data construction and empirical
analysis. Section III concludes the paper.
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II

Data Construction and Empirical Analysis

In this section, I first detail the construction of the dataset used in this investigation and provide
summary statistics. Following this, I summarize the empirical methodology and results.

A

Construction of the Data

The dataset used in the proceeding analysis was produced via the Morningstar Direct database.
From the Morningstar platform, information on all equity focused mutual funds trading in the
U.S. (U.S. dollar based mutual funds) was pulled. This initial list of mutual funds included all
open-end funds (currently active or defunct) with assets under management listed as non-zero at
anytime from 2000 and forward.
From Morningstar information on each fund’s objective was pulled, as well as, information
on its AUM, monthly returns, investor return, and volatility. Investor return is an asset weighted
return that Morningstar calculates. This metric mimics an internal rate of return for the fund
over time, where the weighting is the AUM of the fund at any moment.
To categorize each fund by its style, funds were partitioned into groups that focused on
small cap stocks, large cap stocks, dividend-paying firms, growth firms, value stocks, sustainable
(impact) stocks, index funds, international firms, and firms in emerging markets. In addition,
mutual funds are partitioned by their clientele focus as well - those that focus on retail investors
and those that cater to institutional investors.

B

Empirical Analysis

Next, with these measures defined, I look at the difference between the mutual fund’s stated
return over a five year window and the investor return over that same 5 year window. Below
highlights the results for a variety of mutual fund types:
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Figure 1: Return Gap presented over a five year horizon for various mutual fund types.

Next, I examine the same issue yet using a ten year window. Below highlights the results for
a variety of mutual fund types:

Figure 2: Return Gap presented over a ten year horizon for various mutual fund types

Next, I examine the same issue yet partitioning the sample by mutual fund clientele focus retail investors or institutional investors. Below highlights the results:
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Figure 3: Return Gap presented over a five year horizon for retail and institutional funds

Figure 4: Return Gap presented over a ten year horizon for retail and institutional funds

III

Conclusion

Just how much damage do we inflict on our own portfolios by succumbing to behavioral biases
such as loss aversion and the hot hand fallacy - well the ‘return gap’ (or ‘investor gap’) can shed
a good amount of light on that exact issue.
The return gap captures the difference between the average return for a fund and what the
average investor actually experiences in returns within that fund. Examining the return gap for a
variety of US based equity funds over the past 10 years (2008 to 2018) highlights that investors
in mutual funds that particularly target value stocks and investors in funds that particularly target
growth stocks suffer the greatest return gap.
Contrary to this, investors in index funds and those in impact (sustainable) funds suffer the
lowest return gap. This highlights the benefit of being passive or being tied to one’s investments
for non-monetary reasons - these effects seem to counter the desire to try to time the market and
suffer a lose in returns due to poor market timing.
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